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Abstract
The development of an electronic lab notebook (ELN) for researchers working in the field of chemical sciences is pre‑
sented. The web based application is available as an Open Source software that offers modern solutions for chemical
researchers. The Chemotion ELN is equipped with the basic functionalities necessary for the acquisition and process‑
ing of chemical data, in particular the work with molecular structures and calculations based on molecular properties.
The ELN supports planning, description, storage, and management for the routine work of organic chemists. It also
provides tools for communicating and sharing the recorded research data among colleagues. Meeting the require‑
ments of a state of the art research infrastructure, the ELN allows the search for molecules and reactions not only
within the user’s data but also in conventional external sources as provided by SciFinder and PubChem. The pre‑
sented development makes allowance for the growing dependency of scientific activity on the availability of digital
information by providing Open Source instruments to record and reuse research data. The current version of the ELN
has been using for over half of a year in our chemistry research group, serves as a common infrastructure for chemis‑
try research and enables chemistry researchers to build their own databases of digital information as a prerequisite for
the detailed, systematic investigation and evaluation of chemical reactions and mechanisms.
Keywords: Electronic lab notebook, Digitalization, Open Source, Ruby on Rails, Compound management
Background
In the field of organic chemistry, like in any research area,
the availability of digital data is a prerequisite for a sustainable and successful research as it allows the access
to results, the search for information, and the processing of the obtained research data [1–3]. Due to the evergrowing accumulation of information resulting from
the constant saving and recording of data, it is imperative to improve data management with a digital system.
Following the data life cycle, this enables the increase of
knowledge by computing methods [4–6]. However, the
lack of accessible and sufficiently mapped data limits the
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current research and the need to improve the situation
was stated many times before [7–9]. Therefore, the maintenance of systems for digital data acquisition, management and storage is a key factor for an efficient research
activity [10–12]. The need for digitalization of data and
its systematic storage present challenges for the scientist,
its institution providing the research infrastructure, and
its scientific community. In the past, the discussion about
the generation of and access to digital research information was mainly limited to published research data [10,
13, 14]. During the last two decades this accessibility has
been improved drastically due to the availability of publications in online editions of scientific journals and the
online-support of standard commercial databases like
SciFinder [15] and Reaxys [16] as examples in chemical research. These developments have facilitated the
search for the published information whereas solutions
for a comprehensive digital storage and availability of
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all other research data, including data directly recorded
in the laboratories, are still missing or lagging due to the
challenging requirements of the research infrastructure
in academia. The establishment of infrastructure in academic institutions is particularly difficult due to missing
standards or policies in data handling and storage, very
diverse work practices, also regarding to the used equipment, and the limited budget for fundamental improvements. In natural sciences, the digitalization of research
data, as the basis for a later availability of the results and
procedures, has to be implemented directly in the daily
routine of the scientists. Specific aspects of the laboratory
work have to be reflected in the electronic data acquisition and storage system depending on the research field.
Although several electronic lab notebooks (ELNs) have
been developed during the last years offering intelligent
solutions for the documentation of research data (like
SciNote [17], Biovia ELN [18], EMEN [19], Open BISELN LIMS [20], LabFolder [21] and others [22–29]), only
a very few electronic lab notebooks are dedicated to the
chemical sciences [30, 31]. In chemical sciences in particular, challenges arise with the drawing and processing of chemical structures, a crucial and central step for
the correlation of research data with the corresponding
chemical transformation or structure [32]. Examples for
systems in chemistry that offer the necessary support
of chemical structures are the PerkinElmer E-Notebook
for Chemistry [33], Indigo-ELN [34], LabTrove [35–37],
and OpenEnventory [38]. These existing systems have
already been in use by several groups and researchers.
However, the sporadic implementation still reflects a
mismatch between the offered solutions and the actual
needs and resources of the chemists and their research
facilities. This might be due to the high specific requirements for the software to reflect a fast moving research:
suitable ELNs have to be readily obtainable, adaptable,
and modulable without incurring additional costs. These
features can probably only be offered by an Open Source
project. In addition, a suitable, state of the art system for
a sustainable research management should support the
communication with additional external databases and
repositories, as well as the connection to external devices
and storage systems [39] of analytical results. Other
important aspects are the embedding of calculation
methods, and possible extension of the source code to
the needs of other fields of chemistry (e.g. surface chemistry) and related domains of research (e.g. biology). As
the identified criteria for a system to face the challenges
of professional data management in academia could not
be fulfilled by the currently available Open Source systems, we initiated the development of a powerful ELN for
chemical sciences. Such an ELN should offer the features,
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currently lacking in available systems, while being flexible referring to the internal structure. Future extensions
and adaptions to the needs of progressive chemistry
research should be possible with minimal efforts. The
development of the Chemotion ELN resulted in such a
modern infrastructure that offers intelligent support of
academic research projects being a key instrument for
the acquisition, storage and management of digital data
in chemistry.

Implementation
The Chemotion ELN was programmed in Ruby, Javascript, HTML, and CSS. The backend server is built on
the Ruby on Rails framework with PostgreSQL relational
database, while the front-end user interface is mainly
constructed with the ReactJS framework to serve a single page application (Fig. 1). Ruby on Rails adopts Ruby,
a script language, which enables fast development with
a clear model-view-controller (MVC) structure. On the
other hand, ReactJS separates document object model
(DOM) manipulations from data flow, decomposes
entangled structures for sophisticated user interactions.
People who want to expand features on the Chemotion
ELN or start a new related project can comprehend the
logics with a less steep learning curve. Ruby package
management allows to easily implement external package
from public code repository. The ELN was programmed
in a way to be customizable through this practical package management. Plugins specific to the ELN can also
be written as RAILS engine so to extend the ELN DB,
server-side functions, but also the user interface. Adding
additional web pages, or even modifying the main application page produced with ReactJS modules is possible.
Results
The Chemotion ELN offers an extended management
system for projects allowing the formation of a clear
structure for research data. The organization of projects
is implemented by the sorting of individual elements
according to collections. Collections can be generated,
edited and deleted via a separated organizer which enables the establishment of a user defined ELN structure.
Changes within the collections can be easily performed
via drag and drop of selected elements allowing a fast
hierarchal organization of collections of elements. This
organization can be modified at any time, reflecting possible changes of the research projects in a flexible manner
(Fig. 2). While the user management interface facilitates
the work with information of the ELN user, it also contains management functionalities for the organization of
information that has been gained from other researchers
or that has been provided to other researchers.
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Fig. 1 ELN architecture diagram: summary of programming languages, front-end input/output, and external service connection

Fig. 2 Management of collections as project planning and organization tool of the Chemotion-ELN: Left: management of projects and visibility of
connections; Right: view within the ELN navigation bar

The core functions of Chemotion‑ELN

The ELN offers the necessary features for the documentation of chemical projects, including the processing of
molecules and reactions. The elements of the ELN are
organized in separate lists, e.g. for molecules or reactions,
assigned to collections. This allows a clear and arranged
structure at a low information level (Fig. 3). The list view

is complemented by a summary of the available information on the single items such as the availability of data in
external databases, the assignment to particular collections and the status of the stored attachments. Additionally, the list view supports a swift navigation to activities
that are assigned to the list items. Another panel with a
detailed level of information is visible upon selecting an
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Fig. 3 Organization of elements (molecules and reactions) in lists. Left: a selected list for molecules and samples with annotations for additional
information. Right: a list of reactions with information on reagents, yield and additional notes

element. This panel permits the user to visualize information and edit them. Textual descriptions, additional
values, supplemental analytical data, links to external sources, and references are encompassed in several
tabbed panels. The element lists and the detailed views
of the selected elements are built with functionalities of a
modern web-based application facilitating the fast organization of research data through diverse actions, such as
drag and drop, automated sorting of elements, and notifications. The available information and the occurrence of
the elements in other projects of the ELN are provided as
a link.
Elements of the ELN

The submission of elements such as molecules and reactions is based on the use of an advanced embedded molecule editor derived from Ketcher, an Open Source web
application [40]. The internal structure of the ELN follows strict rules for the creation of new elements which
results in a differentiated database model having distinct
tables for molecules and samples (see Fig. 4 and database

relations in the Additional file 1). According to this concept, the generation of the molecular structure for a
chemical compound requires at least the registration of
a molecule. The structure editor is the essential part for
the definition of molecules within the ELN as it generates the connection table. With this information, the
International Chemical Identifier (InChI) and InChIKey,
a hashed version of the InChI are generated by OpenBabel. With the database molecule table indexed over
the InChIKey values, a new molecule entry is created if
the unique identifier is not found. In that case, generic
information is generated by OpenBabel and complemented by querying the PubChem database. This information comprises the molecule IUPAC name, the exact
mass, the molecular mass, as well as SMILES code and
the chemical abstracts service (CAS) registry number.
The molecular structure of the molecule in combination
with the assigned information then serves as a substantial
part for the creation of samples, which are the physical
equivalent to the designed molecules. Only samples can
be assigned to research actions and reaction plans. The
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Fig. 4 Differentiation between a molecule and corresponding samples

DB structure of the sample allows adding more information to a given theoretical molecular structure and
includes the properties that depend on a specific experimental case such as the purity. The registration and consequent use of either molecules or samples while working
with the Chemotion ELN is the basis for a well-organized and in the end, reproducible synthetic documentation. The association of samples to molecules allows the
cumulation of information while offering flexibility in the
definition of single samples and their visualization. As an
example, MDL molfiles are stored both for the sample
and its associated generic molecule giving the opportunity to individually style samples created from the same
molecule. A very similar procedure is established for the
assignment of CAS registry numbers of which all available ones are stored with the molecule allowing the user
to select and store one of them with a particular sample
(a detailed description of the process is given in the Additional file 1). While such a clear differentiation between
molecules and samples is not reflected in most of the
other chemistry ELNs, this is a central point in the development of the Chemotion ELN.
The definition of unique experimental samples in contrast to generic molecules is a prerequisite for a systematic documentation and follow-up of particular batches
in the synthetic work process. Complemented with a
naming of the individual sample that reflects the sample’s ancestry (the labels of descendent-samples include
the label of the original sample and a systematic batchnumber), the research workflow in the laboratory can be
recorded with the highest accuracy.
The representation of a physically used substance or
its preparation in the ELN includes the summary of the
available data from the related molecule allowing a fast
availability of all information that is necessary for a fast
management of the research projects. The automatically
provided data, as well as the input given by the user, are
organized in three main tabbed panels which consist of

1. information for a detailed definition of the properties
(Fig. 5, left),
2. additional data that can be attached to the uploaded
files with research data (Fig. 5, right),
3. results that have been gained with the sample
through an external process.
Other panels can be added through the ELN customization with plugins that provided the user extended
functions:
4. request to SciFinder and a direct connection to the
search results.
5. predicted NMR information via the web service
NMRdb [41].
The embedding of SciFinder functions (tab 4) requires
the configuration of an ELN plugin which is also available
on a public repository. However, the institution dependent credentials for the SciFinder service need to be configured on the server. The user access to SciFinder can
be initialized via the change of the ELN-settings, where
the CAS-provided credentials have to be entered once
(Fig. 6). This step automatically generates an access token
with a 10-day validity.
The plugin implements query functions to the CAS
SciFinder database according to three different search
modes reflecting the SciFinder internal search modes
“exact”, “substructure” and “similarity” search. The hit
count of the search results is retrieved with a link to the
answer set directing to the SciFinder web application.
The history of the latest requests and answers of the current user is also listed. As soon as a molecule search in
SciFinder is processed, the results are also given in the
list of molecules, indicating the search date, whether the
structure is registered in SciFinder or not and the number of results. The direct visibility of published structures via the ELN allows a fast access to information
which was, up to know, only to be retrieved via the SciFinder page directly. To give a comprehensive overview
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Fig. 5 Left: detailed view of a properties tab including information of molecule and sample properties. Right: view of the analysis tab of the given
sample

Fig. 6 Left: changing the user settings with the SciFinder credentials to obtain a user token with time-limitation. Right: SciFinder tab with results of
a database request with 4 hits identified for the exact structure search

of the novelty of a researcher’s work and the availability
of research data, we additionally implemented an automated procedure to assess the presence of any molecule
from the ELN in the PubChem database (NCBI). As
given for the embedded SciFinder feature, the matching
molecules are accessible via a direct link to the PubChem
Index of the identified item. The information on the presence of the requested structure in the NCBI database is
summarized in the molecule and sample lists (Fig. 7).
While the SciFinder search allows a differentiation of
the search request according to the user’s preference, the
implemented PubChem requests are only executed with

the exact structure. While being less flexible according to
customized search strategies, this limitation allows the
automated processing of the requests instantly with the
creation of a new molecular structure.
Besides molecules and samples, reactions belong to
the main elements that can be generated and managed
with the ELN. A reaction is created easily by the addition of information to a reaction template (Fig. 8). The
user can assign samples and molecules to the reaction
in their distinct function as starting material, reagent
or product. The basic scheme for samples in reactions
allows the addition of the amount of the substances in g
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Fig. 7 Request for presence and accessibility of information to specific molecules via PubChem and embedding of the answer sets in Chemotion
ELN

Fig. 8 Planning and editing reactions via the Chemotion ELN (left panel): direct connectivity to the sample related data (right panel)

(alternatively in mg or µg), in ml (or µl) or the definition
of the used compound in mol (mmol) equivalents. The
implemented dependencies between the given information and the molecular weights allow the calculation of
all necessary values as long as the basic information is
given. The structure of the reaction user interface is very
flexible enabling the exchange of elements at any time
per drag and drop. Samples that have been assigned to
a role as starting material can be changed into reagents
during the planning of the reaction. The assignment of
samples to particular roles within a reaction act upon the
calculations, as the equivalents are always calculated with
respect to the given amount of starting material which is
set to 1 per default. When several starting materials are
entered, either one of them, or a reactant, has to be set
by the user as the reference material with 1.0 equivalent.
A unique feature of the Chemotion ELN is the record of
real values in parallel to the data of the originally planned
experiments. This allows the accurate documentation of
the real experiment while having the possibility to use the

planned procedure as a template that can serve as a copy
for a repeat in a standard way. The change from target
to real values is implemented via a switch from value T
to R for each sample. The chemicals that are assigned to
the reaction are accessible via a direct link to the detailed
level of the sample list. All data and changes that are submitted to the samples (like the density of a chemical) are
considered instantly for the calculation of the reaction.
The ELN is designed on the one hand to offer as much
flexibility as possible but on the other hand to limit user
actions that could compromise the integrity of the experimental data. While all parameters of a reaction can be
inputted and submitted either via the predefined or free
text fields within the information panels like under the
Scheme tab, there are other fields where calculated data
are only visible but not editable. An example for the latter limitation is the yield field displayed for reactions. The
ability of inputting a value for the yield of a reaction is
disabled in all cases, as the yield should be the result of
the gained amount of the product of a reaction. Another
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feature for the planning of reproducible reactions has
been added with a solvent manager. This tool allows the
addition of several solvents (via drag and drop from the
sample list, via drawing and generating a solvent from
scratch, or via a selection from a dropdown menu) and
volumes, for which the concentration of reagents is
estimated automatically and given in the reaction table
(Fig. 8).
The Chemotion ELN can be used for a detailed tracking of samples and reactions thanks to a systematic and
automatic identification of all items, including an intuitive labeling of the given workflow. Samples that are
part of any process within the ELN bear information
about their origin and use in their name and short_label
descriptors. Samples that have been newly created or that
have been generated via the copy of a molecular structure have a simple name consisting of the initials of the
ELN user and a sequential number. Samples that are created from those samples are regarded as child-samples
which is visible through the attachment of a child batch
number “− 1..− x” to the original label. Samples that
appear as a target compound in a reaction gain in addition a reaction label which allows the direct assignment
of this sample to the reaction and its number. Therefore,
the systematic reaction name appears in every product,
side product and fraction of the experiment allowing for
a fast identification of analytical results being labeled in
the same manner. All samples that are assigned to the
type starting material or product are visible via the sample and molecule list, while samples that are assigned to
the function reagent are not listed. This allows a brief
representation of the important information by avoiding overcrowding the interface with repeatedly used
standard reagents (e.g. inorganic salts, bases) and by
keeping a consistent record of all reagents used. The
reaction scheme and the reaction table can be completed
by additional information such as name [free text], status [planned, successful, unsuccessful], temperature or
time–temperature table [number/adaptable to °C, °F, K],
and description (free text). The addition of a description

Fig. 9 Export scheme allowing the selection of single items to be exported
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is supported by several predefined and formatted procedures which might be used for a fast report on a chemical
procedure in a standardized manner. Three other tabbed
panels have been implemented for the submission of further information to a reaction: under tab properties, the
start and end time points of a reaction and the detailed
definition of the TLC control can be given. Literature
citations can be added to the reaction by typing a title
and the corresponding URL in the references tab, which
allows the addition of as many references as desired. The
last tab, analysis, displays the analytical experiments
associated to each of the obtained product samples of the
reaction. This allows a clear and straightforward organization of the obtained analytical results even if several
isolated compounds have been obtained. The user benefits from several direct export functionalities working
with reactions in the detail level: the information that is
distributed over the described four tabbed panels can be
summarized either in one word document in a very practical manner or the samples that are used in the reaction
can be exported to Excel with one mouse click.
Export and import

Exchanging data between different or isolated systems
is a critical issue while managing data. For this reason,
the support for two simple and widely used file formats
has been implemented and allows transferring data for a
selection of samples in and out of the ELN as Excel (.xlsx)
or sd files (.sdf ). The details level of data to export can be
determined by the user via a check box menu (Fig. 9).
Sharing of information

The Chemotion ELN was equipped with two functions
of sharing information with other ELN users. These tools
complete the functionality of exporting and importing information allowing the detailed visibility of the
obtained research data directly through the ELN. Both
operation models, called sharing and synchronization,
are accessible through a user interface that allows the
organization of single colleagues or groups according to
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their status and desired access policies (Fig. 10, right).
The ELN user and owner of the submitted data sets the
level of permission for the recipient, or group, either by
choosing a standard role or by selecting more detailed
information levels. The permission levels for allowed
actions range from a simple read policy to a take ownership policy. The detailed level of what data can be
accessed for the samples and reactions can also be limited to a few fields. User groups are easily defined to
facilitate the sharing of the research activity with a larger
community (Fig. 10, left).
Though the selection of the user role and rights are
the same for the sharing and synchronizing tool, the two
options are different concerning the currentness of the
provided research data. Through the ‘sharing’ of a collection, a fixed set of samples and reactions is made accessible to others with, if desired, the ability for the recipients
to edit the contained elements. The actions read, write,
share, delete, import elements or take ownership depending on the access policy can be used, but new elements
cannot be added. This is however feasible when using
‘synchronized’ collections. Synchronized collections are
created to allow a permanent access of other ELN users
to the chosen set of research data including the visibility
(and modification) of changes that have been made after
the synchronization.
Search functions

One of the main arguments for the management of
research data with an ELN is the digital availability of
information. The digital availability offers the possibility
to search for data and information if the organization and
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maintenance of the ELN supports that in a suitable way.
The Chemotion ELN allows text and structure search
within diverse contents of the ELN. The search of either
text fragments or chemical structures can be further limited to distinct elements (samples, reactions) to facilitate
the evaluation of the results. The text based search uses
the postgresql trigram module for alphanumeric trigram
matching to seek the presence of text or formula fragments in samples. Most of the non-numeric properties
of the samples such as: name, molecule formula, IUPAC
name, inchistring and canonical smiles are searched. The
associated content in reactions will be filtered based on
the search result. The search for structures can be performed either by the search for a substructure or a similarity search of which both methods are fingerprint-based
methods. We implemented a path-based fingerprint
method, referred as FP2 in OpenBabel. This fingerprint
is identical with Daylight fingerprints, which are used as
a standard for benchmarking in many publications and is
also used to calculate molecule similarity using the Tanimoto coefficient [42]. The minimum similarity threshold
can be defined through the ELN interfaces (Fig. 11).
Codes and tracking

The management options of the Chemotion ELN are
complemented by a barcode and QR code tracking of single elements and items. This feature, often offered with
laboratory and information management systems (LIMS),
is implemented for reactions, samples and analyses. Parallel to the creation of each of the latter items, a Universally
Unique Identifier (UUID) version 4 is registered. The ELN
provides a QR code or a truncated barcode representation

Fig. 10 Left: creation of new user groups; Right: definition of user groups and assignment of sharing role, permission level and available detail level
for single users and user groups
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Fig. 11 Search functions with structure and substructure search (adaptable through similarity search)

of the associated identifier allowing a flexible labeling.
Analyses associated to samples are also assigned to a
UUID. Procedures to generate pdf files of the codes for
a fast printing in different sizes have been implemented,
and render the QR code, the Barcode and the assigned
Sample ID (Fig. 12). Using a webcam or a specific code
reading device, the user can scan the code and navigate
directly to the associated element in the ELN.
Evaluation of the ELN and user feedback

The development of the Chemotion-ELN is a result of
long lasting process within our work group aiming for
the installation of software that fulfills the requirements

of a modern, fast and flexible infrastructure. The ELN is
used in our group by master students, PhD students and
technicians. The continuous integration and deployment
provide the users the latest developments, changes, and
corrections on a frequent basis (at least once a week). In
this manner, the ELN is constantly checked and evaluated allowing the fast identification of errors and missing
features. New feature requests or suggestions are entered
by selected users via an internal GitLab CE portal and are
prioritized according to urgency and users’ upvoting. The
user’s feedback reveals roughly two groups: users who
have tested or used other ELNs before and those who use
an ELN for the first time.

Fig. 12 Barcode and QR code generation, printing and tracking of samples via code reading
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For the first user group, the feedback is consistently
positive and the training time to an experienced user is
short. This group has remarked the fast and convenient
way to search items (samples/reactions) and the clear
overview of all data that can be adapted to the user’s preferences. Users of this group extensively use features for
storing NMR spectra along with the experiments and for
sharing results, reactions, as well as whole collections
of entries with colleagues. When asked about the main
differences compared to other systems, they emphasize
a better and more sustainable accessibility to their data
because the use of the ELN is not limited to the availability of particular addition software and can be accessed
independently of the platform. While with former ELNs,
the risk to not access the data any more as a result of software or hardware problems, was discussed very often,
the Chemotion-ELN was very successful in providing
confidence in the accessibility of digital data. Especially
the latter argument is interesting because it stands in
contrast to the opinion of the non-ELN-experienced
user group. These users fear, which is one of their strongest arguments against a use of the ELN, that the system
could be compromised from outside and that research
data could be stolen or deleted.
The non-experienced ELN users need more time to
become familiar with digital reporting in general, as they
e.g. need to understand the logic of e.g. the differentiation between molecules and samples and its use within
the ELN. For these users, teaching or mentoring by more
experienced users is very important to become familiar with all functions. We tried to advocate the use and
functions of the software to the students with a manual
that includes illustrative examples and screenshots of
all features. It turned out that such a written manual
has little impact to raise the user interest. Functionalities that are valued by all users are for example the SciFinder function and moreover the PubChem link as
well as the retrieval of CAS registry numbers. Those
functions allow a fast retrieval of additional information on compounds or possible reactions or properties
and are therefore highly requested. The individual use of
the provided ELN depends strongly on the preferences
of the users and on the equipment of the laboratory
in general. The majority of users appreciate the availability of their data wherever they are. Although this
depends of course on the accessibility to internet, and a
VPN connection. It allows them to be more flexible in
their time management because reviewing of data, collecting of information and additional documentation
from different workplaces can be done at any time. As
all PhDs, master students, and technicians spend most
of their working time in the laboratory, the main application of the ELN takes place directly in the chemistry lab
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and all users enter the ELN either via a personal notebook or desktop PCs that is provided. None of the current researchers uses the ELN via tablet or a smartphone
(although there are no technical limitations). This is due
to the fact that an important advantage of the ELN is the
direct and connected visibility of datasets and information. This visibility is lost in parts with smaller screens.
The ELN users are often asked about the need to further
write paper-based notes and descriptions. At this stage,
the ELN does not include the connectivity to devices so
therefore everyone still needs to do hand-written documentation to some extend, at least to record information
from external instruments like balances.

Conclusion
We present the development of an Open Source electronic lab notebook (ELN) for researchers who work in
the field of chemical sciences making allowance for the
growing dependency of scientific activity on the availability of digital information. The web based application
which has already been implemented in daily laboratory
work allows the acquisition, management, storage, processing, and sharing of chemistry research data. The ELN
as an example for a modern and powerful research infrastructure provides tools for communicating and sharing
the recorded data. It facilitates research via offering the
access to various functions, helper tools and external
sources. In addition, it will allow one of the most important improvements regarding to the scientific work: it will
enable chemistry researchers in academia to build their
own databases of digital information which is a prerequisite for the detailed, systematic investigation and evaluation of chemical reactions and mechanisms. However,
many features that are necessary to meet all needs for
chemistry research, are not implemented yet and will be
part of further developments. Examples for those workin-progress features are (a) a document generation function that creates and archives projects as either a report
or the supporting information for a publication, (b) the
implementation of queries to additional chemistry databases like ChemSpider, and (c) the development of an
API to a chemistry repository that will allow the direct
transfer of research data to an online portal with global
access. The developments are still ongoing and novel
ideas for additional features are discussed daily with the
programmers for future implementations. On a broader
scope, additional functionalities have been requested by
researchers working in the field of biology but cooperating closely with chemists. In future, the ELN should be
useable as a platform that allows the sharing of information on molecules for the research on a common project.
Although there is a need for adaptions and extensions of
the current software version to meet those requirements,
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first results show already a good applicability of the ELN
in an interdisciplinary work environment.

Additional file
Additional file 1. Supporting information including (1) technical aspects
and details covering the software development and the Docker file, (2)
database entity-relationship diagram, (3) summary of features according
to the main modules, and (4) procedures in pictures.
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